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ABSTRACT

A hybrid composite of non-aggregated lead sulfide (PbS) nanoparticles of average size 5.8 ± 1 nm embedded within a film of an octaalkyl substituted metal-free phthalocyanine (Compound 2) was prepared on interdigitated gold electrodes by mild acidic treatment of newly synthesised octasubstituted lead phthalocyanine analogue (Compound 1) in solid state phase. This nanocomposite film shows an enhancement of in-plane electrical conductivity over that of a film of octaalkyl substituted metal-free phthalocyanine alone by nearly 65%. This observation is consistent with the formation of charge complex compound as indicated by Raman and XPS data. The presence of PbS in the composite was examined on the basis of XRD peak positions which are comparable with those of bulk PbS. A band gap of 2.22 eV was calculated from optical absorption data using Tauc’s law, implying quantum confinement. The mono dispersal behaviour of PbS nanoparticles was established from TEM and XRD studies. The hopping conduction mechanism is found to be primarily responsible for charge transport in the hybrid nanocomposite film with the hopping distance larger than PbS diameter.

© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Hybrid materials containing inorganic nanoparticles in organic matrices have generated enormous fundamental research interest in the field of nanoscience because of their potential applications in environmental, optoelectronic, biomedical and energy storage fields [1]. The conjugated π system of chemically stable, environmentally non-toxic macrocyclic phthalocyanine (Pc) compounds exhibits interesting physical opto-electronic properties leading to a variety of applications in the field of organic electronics [2], energy conversion and storage [3] and biosensors [4]. Similarly, the size-dependent unique opto-electronic properties of crystalline semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) typically made of chalcogenides or phosphides of II to VI metals have attracted active research attention for their applications in nanoelectronics, optics and biological sciences [5]. Therefore, attempts have been made in recent years to extrinsically dope phthalocyanines with inorganic nanoparticles like lead sulphide (PbS), zinc sulphide (ZnS), cadmium sulphide (CdS) and cadmium selenide (CdSe) with a view to developing hybrid photovoltaic cells devices with enhanced performances [6]. The fluorescence intensity for stable hybrid complexes containing CdSe QDs and polycationic aluminium phthalocyanine in aqueous solution was observed to be 48% more than that for only free Pc, an effect leading to possible enhanced photosensitizing activity in photodynamic therapy [7]. The interaction between quantum dots and phthalocyanine conjugates may be of various types such as surface passivation of the matrix by the quantum dots, electrostatic interaction, hydrogen bonding, and Van der Waal bonding. Electron transfer between CdSe acceptor quantum dots and substituted silicon phthalocyanine donor matrix is found from the femtosecond time-resolved spectroscopy to be responsible for improved photophysical activities of CdSe quantum dots inside a substituted silicon phthalocyanine matrix [8]. Cadmium telluride (CdTe) quantum dots capped with thioglycolic acid on positively charged zinc phthalocyanines cause quenching of luminescence intensity of the compound in a solvent mixture of water and pyridine. This phenomenon may be interpreted as fluorescence resonance energy transfer between the electropositive zinc phthalocyanine and CdTe
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The electrocatalytic properties of the conjugations of azide-functionalised CdSe/ZnS QDs with tetrakis (5-hexyn-oxy) iron (II) phthalocyanine can be employed for sensing toxic pesticide paraquat with the detection limits of 5.9 x 10^{-6} μM, satisfying the international standard [10]. The effective non-linear absorption coefficient and free-carrier absorption cross-sections of indium phthalocyanine(InPc)/CdSe/ZnS nanocomposites were found to increase with the size of quantum dots and this behaviour is attributed to the increase in photo-excitable free carrier density with increasing CdSe/ZnS QDs radius. These hybrid nanocomposites show threshold limit fluctuate of 0.77 cm^{-2} which is at least one order magnitude lower than a value reported for nanocomposites containing InPc and single walled carbon nanotubes [11].

There are several methods described in the literature for the synthesis of nanocomposites [12,13]. Synthesis of PbS nanoparticles is comparatively easier than that of other semiconductors like ZnO, PbSe, CdSe and CdS. This is because of the large exciton Bohr radius (18 nm) of PbS. The Bohr radius of CdS, for example, is 5.4 nm and the confinement effect occurs for the radius less than 2 nm. In addition to this, PbS has a larger band gap than those of the other lead-containing chalcogenides PbSe and PbTe. The size, shape, density of the nanoparticle PbS can be tuned by changing the substrate, temperature, reaction phase and reagent of synthesis and the tuneable property of the PbS quantum dots makes them suitable for use in a broad range of applications, telecommunication to biological imaging [14,15]. The common problem inherent with the solution-phase synthesis is the aggregation of the nano-sized particles due to their high surface energy. The aggregation makes the surface imperfect and also traps the charge carriers resulting in a decrease of mobility [16]. Attempts have been made to overcome these problems by coating the nanoparticles with surfactants. The surfactants prevent the nanoparticles from adhesion by making a physical barrier outside the particles [17]. However, the disadvantage of coating is that the surfactant acts as an insulating layer and affects the charge transport. These difficulties may be overcome by employing in-situ one step solid state a synthetic route by which inorganic quantum dots are embedded in an organic matrix suitable for a specific device application.

Lead phthalocyanine molecules have been reported to have a ‘shuttle-cock’ like structure with a C_{4v} symmetry and the Pb–N bond length is estimated to vary between 0.22 and 0.24 nm depending upon the substitutions. These distances are smaller than the bond length in a planar phthalocyanine [18]. The out-of-plane Pb atom makes the Pb–N bond weaker and can be easily removed by a reducing agent like hydrogen sulphide (H_{2}S) gas. This property has been exploited in our previous work for one-step, cost-effective solid state synthesis of indorganic/organic hybrid nanocomposites through the displacement of lead from spin-coated thin films of octaheyl substituted discotic liquid crystalline lead phthalocyanine (6 PbPc) under an atmosphere of hydrogen sulphide to afford PbS quantum dots embedded in a single layered metal free phthalocyanine matrix. The process was considered to be complete over a 24 h period. Also, the aggregation of the quantum dots was avoided to a considerable extent by this solid state synthesis. The size and band gap were estimated as 2.24 nm and 1.91 eV respectively [19]. Subsequent work has established that the lability of lead in a range of octaalkyl substituted phthalocyanines under mild acidic conditions in the solution phase varies according to the chain length. In light of this behaviour, a number of examples of this class of compound has been investigated when formulated as thin films and exposed to H_{2}S [20]. This establishes that films of the octaalkyl substituted lead phthalocyanine, denoted as 8 PbPc (Compound 2 in Fig. 1), may be more readily converted into the PbS and metal free phthalocyanine C_{6}H_{2}Pc analogue (Compound 1) nanocomposite formulation than 6 PbPc. This enhanced rate of de metallation reduces formulation time and can be significant if devices are to be prepared for large scale manufacture. Following similar steps, structurally distorted octa-(benzo-15-crown-5)-substituted phthalocyaninato Cd(II) was exploited to form a CdS quantum dots based hybrid/metal-free phthalocyanine [21].

This present article presents the results of comprehensive studies on steady state conduction characteristics of the PbS/C_{6}H_{2}Pc nanocomposite on an interdigitated gold electrode system over the temperature range between 87 K and 430 K under a vacuum of 10^{-4} mbar. The presence of PbS in the composite was examined on the basis of XRD peak positions. The hysteresis in the reproducible current-voltage curves is interpreted in the terms of an equivalent circuit as the applied voltage was swept within the voltage range of ±50 V at four different scan rates from 5 mV^{-1} to 5000 mV^{-1}. The sizes of PbS quantum dots have been estimated from the selective-area electron diffraction pattern of TEM studies. Raman and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data have been analysed to investigate the interaction between PbS and C_{6}H_{2}Pc.

2. Experimental

A 50 μl solution of Compound 1 (Fig. 1(a)) in a volatile solvent (99.8% pure toluene from Sigma Aldrich) was dispersed on ultrasonically cleaned substrates for thin film formulation. The choice of the substrates depended upon the type of characterisation experiment undertaken. Silicon wafers were used as substrates for the physical-chemical characterisations of drop cast films which were formed by drying in a vacuum desicator for at least 4 h. The hybrid nanocomposite films containing PbS quantum dots embedded in an analogue metal free phthalocyanine matrix of Compound 2 were produced by exposing the drop cast films of Compound 1 to H_{2}S gas (98% purity from Fisher Scientific) for approximately 24 h in a sealed container. Pristine thin films of Compound 2 were also similarly produced on respective substrates for the sake of comparative studies. The main reaction can be presented as

C_{6}PbPc + H_{2}S → PbS + C_{6}H_{2}Pc

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of H_{2}S treated drop cast films of Compound 1 on ultrasonically cleaned silicon wafers were acquired with a Bruker D8 Advance instrument with Bragg-Brentano geometry scanning in the 20 range of 10° to 60° at the rate of 0.16° / min. The instrument is equipped with CuKα radiation of wavelength λ = 0.154178 nm. XRD measurements were also obtained for galena powder and pristine films of Compound 2. A Zygo NewView 5000 interferometer with a white laser was used for the thickness measurement. Measurements were repeated on five different areas of the film and an average value of the thickness was used for further analysis. The thickness t of the film is 5 μm. A small amount of drop cast H_{2}S treated films of Compound 1 was transferred by mechanical scratching from the glass substrate to a copper grid support for transmission electron microscopic (TEM) examinations using a JEOL EM 1300S at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. In order to determine the thermal stability of H_{2}S treated films of Compound 1 and Compound 2, the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out on the samples under a nitrogen flow of 50 ml/min using a TA Instruments TGA500. All of the samples were heated up to 700 °C at heating rate of 10 °C/min. Evaluation was carried out using the Universal Analysis 2000 V4.3 software.

A LabRam Raman spectrometer equipped with green an Nd: YAG laser of 613 μJ power for excitation at wavelength of 532 nm was employed to study the vibration spectra of similar drop cast samples of H_{2}S treated Compounds 1 and 2. The measurements consisted of the acquisition of multiple spectral windows in the
range 500–1700 cm\(^{-1}\) (Stokes shifts) with accumulation of 5 scans, each in 30 s. The spectral width is 3 cm\(^{-1}\). Raman spectra were also obtained for H\(_2\)S treated films of Compounds 1 and galena powder from 300 to 600 cm\(^{-1}\) (40 scans, each in 5 s and spectral width 3.5 cm\(^{-1}\)) using the reduced power of 11.8 mW. A Perkin Elmer Spectrum One Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer with a Specac Golden Gate attenuated total reflection (ATR) accessory collected absorption bands over the 4000 cm\(^{-1}\) to 650 cm\(^{-1}\) wavenumber range, at a resolution of 4 cm\(^{-1}\). X-Ray photoelectron measurements (XPS) were obtained using a VG ESCALAB 210 Photoelectron Spectrometer. The X-Ray source was a non-monochromatic Al K\(_x\) source (1486.6 eV), operated with an X-ray emission current of 20 mA and an anode high tension (acceleration voltage) of 12 kV. The takeoff angle was fixed at 90° relative to the sample plane. The area corresponding to each acquisition was of 1 mm\(^2\). Each analysis consisted of a wide survey scan (pass energy 50 eV, 1.0 eV step size) and high-resolution scans (pass energy 50 eV, 0.05 eV step size) for component speciation. 10 scans were taken for the survey spectra, and 5 scans were taken for each of one of the expansions. The software Casa XPS 2.3.13 was used to fit the XPS spectral peaks. The binding energy scale was calibrated using the Au 4f5/2 (84.0 eV), Cu 2p3/2 (932.7 eV) and Ag 3d5/2 (368.27 eV) lines of cleaned gold, copper and silver standards from the National Physical Laboratory (NPL), UK. All spectra were charge-corrected to saturated hydrocarbon at 285.0 eV. The photoluminescence excitation and emission spectra were recorded using a Horiba Jobin Yvon Fluorolog-3 spectrophuorometer with a pulsed 450 W Xenon lamp over the wavelength range 365 nm and 800 nm.

Using a KW-4A spin coater from the Chemat Technology Inc., USA, a set of films was deposited for electrical measurements on an interdigitated gold electrode system (Fig. 1(c)) by spinning a 50 μl of the spreading solution at the rate of 1500 rpm for 30 s. A Keithley 617 Programmable electrometer and an Oxford Instrument constant bath liquid nitrogen cryostat were used in a microprocessor controlled measuring system to record current-voltage I(V) characteristics for the samples over the temperature range of 87 K–430 K under a vacuum of 10\(^{-4}\) mbar. Optical absorption spectra for similarly spun films on ultrasonically cleaned glass substrates were recorded with a Perkin Elmer LAMBDA 650 UV/Vis spectrophotometer using a 1 cm pathlength cuvette at room temperature with a scanning rate of 654.8 nm/min in the range from 300 nm to 850 nm.

3. Results and discussions

The results of the XRD measurements are summarised in Table 1. The XRD pattern in Fig. 2(a) was obtained for the investigation into structural consequences of exposing drop cast films of Compound 1 to H\(_2\)S gas for 24 h. The peak positions at 25.98°, 30.02°, 43.04° and 50.87° are similar to those observed for powdered galena in Fig. 2(b). According to the JCDF cards No. 1-880, these peaks may be identified with the planes (111), (200), (220) and (311) corresponding to d-spacings of 0.34 nm, 0.29 nm, 0.21 nm and 0.18 nm of the face centered cubic lead sulphide (PbS) with the lattice parameter \(a = 0.593\) nm [22]. This value of the lattice parameter \(a\) is in good agreement with the value of 0.595 obtained for powdered galena from Fig. 2(b). A comparison with the XRD pattern in Fig. 2(c) for the pristine spun film of Compound 2 implies the
formation of hybrid nanocomposite films containing PbS quantum dots embedded in the matrix of Compound 2 due to the removal of out-of-plane lead atom from Compound 1 by reaction with H₂S. Values of the intensity ratio I₁₁/I₂₀₀ were found to be 0.82 and 0.85 from Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. These compare well with the theoretical value of 0.80. The corresponding ratios of I₂₀₀/I₂₀₀ are, on the other hand, estimated to be 0.40 and 0.63 from Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. The comparison with the theoretical ratio of 0.60 implies that the preferred orientation of PbS quantum dots is along the (200) plane [23]. The average size of the PbS particles was estimated from Fig. 2(a) to be $7.1 \pm 1.6$ nm using the Debye-Scherrer equation [24]. This value is much smaller than its exciton Bohr radius of 18 nm and the threshold size for quantum confinement is reported to be less than 10 nm for ester capped PbS quantum dots [25]. The broadening of the XRD peaks in Fig. 2(a) is, therefore, believed to be caused by the quantum confinement. Spectra obtained at low angles of incidence, 20 from 10° to 20°, are presented in the inset indicate the structure of the phthalocyanine films [26]. As shown in Inset (i), the ratio of the peaks at 12.6° to one at 13.5° is estimated to be 1 for pristine films of Compound 2, whereas this ratio becomes much higher for the nanocomposite film. The ratios of comparatively low intensity peaks at larger angles are significantly different between the two spectra. This observation is consistent with possible changes in the crystal orientation in the metal-free phthalocyanine matrix, possibly due to the incorporation of PbS in the film [27].

The TEM images in Fig. 3 were recorded for the H₂S treated films of Compound 1. The dark spots marked in circles in Fig. 3 indicate the presence of PbS quantum dots, showing no obvious aggregation. Their average size was found to be $5.8 \pm 1$ nm which is larger than that obtained from XRD within the experimental error. This correlation indicates a good degree of non-aggregation of the PbS quantum dots produced by this method for their synthesis. Values of the interplanar spacing d were estimated to be 0.294 nm and 0.214 nm for the crystal planes (200), (220) using the formula $d = \frac{l \lambda}{2 \sin \theta}$ where $L_\lambda = 1.9815 \times 10^8$ is known as the camera constant for TEM operating voltage of 200 kV. The distances between the centre spot and the peripheral rings were found to be 6.75 µm and 9.25 µm as the radius of the selective-area electron diffraction pattern. Both XRD and the selective-area electron diffraction pattern show that PbS quantum dots are polycrystalline. Similar TEM studies have been reported on high temperature solution phase synthesised PbS nanowires and the average diameter size is estimated to be 7 nm which is larger than the value of the present investigation [28].

Thermogravimetric analysis in Fig. 4(a) shows the initiation of thermal decomposition of the H₂S treated films of Compound 1 at 200 °C. Films of Compound 2 in Fig. 4(b), on the other hand, underwent thermal decomposition with an increased mass loss between 364 °C and 442 °C. This thermal behaviour is similar to that reported for a poly[3,6,9-Tris(p-tolylsulfonyl)-3,6,9-triazaundecanyl} metal free phthalocyanine [29]. The residue mass of the hybrid nanocomposite 1 and Compound 2 was found to be 17.2% and 6.1%, respectively at 700 °C. The PbS content in H₂S treated films is estimated to be 11.1%. This is a reasonable observation in light of the fact that PbS as an ionic compound and has a very high melting point [30]. The volume fraction of PbS quantum dots is estimated to be 2% from the knowledge that the densities of PbS and Compound 2 are 7.60 g/cm³ and 121 g/cm³, respectively [31].

The UV–vis spectrum of the H₂S treated film of Compound 1 in Fig. 5(a) exhibits the peak positions of the split phthalocyanine Q band at 763 nm and 640 nm with a shoulder at 688 nm. This absorption behaviour corresponds very well to that observed in Fig. 5(b) for the pristine film of Compound 2. However, enhanced absorbance was observed in the spectrum of the H₂S treated film of Compound 1 over the wavelength range from 300 nm to 400 nm which is attributable to absorption by lead sulfide. The absorption in PbS in Fig. 5(c) was obtained from the difference between the spectra shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) for the wavelength range between 300 nm and 550 nm displaying the characteristic blue shift of absorption edge with respect to that of the bulk PbS [32]. The Tauc plot of (αhν)² against hν in the inset was found to be linear, indicating that electronic transitions associated with optical processes is direct [33]. The ratio of the slope to the intercept of the ordinate extrapolated to hv = 0 produces a value of 2.22 eV for the optical band gap $E_{opt}$ for PbS quantum dots. This value is significantly larger than that obtained for the bulk PbS band gap of 0.41 eV at 298 K with an absorption onset at 3020 nm. This arises
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### Table 1

| 2θ (°) | d (nm) | Intensity ratio 
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spun films of Compound 2</td>
<td>H₂S treated spun films of Compound 1</td>
<td>Spun films of Compound 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.40</td>
<td>12.68</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.98</td>
<td>13.29</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.07</td>
<td>14.51</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.48</td>
<td>15.85</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.58</td>
<td>18.21</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.84</td>
<td>19.68</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.08</td>
<td>20.11</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.22</td>
<td>21.31</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
from the quantum confinement of charge carriers in PbS quantum dots with the relatively small effective mass of electrons [34]. $E_{\text{opt}}$ is dependent upon the size, stoichiometric ratio and passivating ligands of PbS quantum dots [35].

Raman spectra of drop cast films of both H$_2$S treated Compound 1 and Compound 2 are presented in Fig. 6(a) and (b) show no appreciable shifts of peak positions between two films. The peak positions with their Raman vibrational assignments of both films are summarised in Table 2 [36,37]. Compound 2 is regarded as being a D$_{2h}$ symmetric molecule. The peaks at 1097 cm$^{-1}$ and 1522 cm$^{-1}$ which remain relatively more defined from adjacent peaks are identified with non-totally symmetric B$_1g$ and totally symmetric A$_g$ active modes [37]. A$_g$ modes are not sensitive to charge-transfer effect while B$_g$ modes are highly sensitive to charge-transfer contributions [38]. The relative intensity change between these two peaks is higher for H$_2$S treated Compound 1 than for Compound 2. The degree of charge transfer $\rho_{\text{CT}}$ was estimated to be 0.29 and 0.39 for Compounds 1 and 2, respectively from the ratio $I_R$ of the intensities of B$_{1g}$ to A$_g$ using the formula $\rho_{\text{CT}} = \frac{I_R}{I_{B_{1g}}}$.

The degree of charge-transfer depends upon the excitation wavelength and the PbS quantum dot size. PbS is a weak Raman scatterer and undergoes degradation under high laser power. A lower scan rate experiment with low laser power was carried out for the Raman band of PbS. The inset of Fig. 6 shows a Raman peak at 480 cm$^{-1}$ for both bulk PbS and PbS quantum dots. This peak is attributed to the vibration of longitudinal optical phonons [39]. FTIR spectra of the films of Compound 2 and H$_2$S treated Compound 1 are shown in Fig. 7 over the range 650–4000 cm$^{-1}$. C$_8$H$_2$Pc displays 71 infra-red active modes corresponding to D$_{2h}$ symmetry including B$_{3u}$, B$_{2u}$ term symbols with most intense peaks. Vibrational assignment and symmetry associated with the peaks have been summarised in Table 2 [40]. The peaks in the range $670–1700$ cm$^{-1}$ are mostly due to C-C and C-H and N-H vibrations. The peak at 3299 cm$^{-1}$ is assigned as N-H stretching which is absent in metallated phthalocyanines.

XPS data in Fig. 8 show a complex structure of three peaks corresponding to different atomic orbitals. The binding energies were estimated from Fig. 8(a) to be 138.7 eV and 143.4 eV for Pb4f$_{7/2}$ and Pb4f$_{5/2}$ orbitals respectively for PbS within the spun films of H$_2$S treated Compound 1. Fig. 8(b) shows the binding energy of S2p$_{3/2}$ 159.5 eV and S2p$_{1/2}$ at 162.8 eV. Similar values were obtained for PbS quantum dots produced by precipitation of methanolic lead acetate–thiourea [41]. These values also compare well with the
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raman</th>
<th>FTIR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Compound 2</strong></td>
<td><strong>H2S Treated Compound 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>724</td>
<td>724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>739</td>
<td>740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1097</td>
<td>1097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1215</td>
<td>1214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331</td>
<td>1332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1480</td>
<td>1482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1523</td>
<td>1522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1597</td>
<td>1597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>874</td>
<td>874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1023</td>
<td>1023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1150</td>
<td>1150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1298</td>
<td>1298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328</td>
<td>1328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1609</td>
<td>1609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3299</td>
<td>3299</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The corresponding standard values of 137.2 eV and 142.1 eV for Pb4f including 159.2 and 161.9 for S2p in case of bulk galena [42]. The peaks of Pb4f and S2p show an increase of binding energy compared to the bulk PbS. The broad peak at around 169 eV in the Raman spectroscopy can be associated to the presence of sulphur dioxide (SO2) on the surface [19]. The binding energy of the N1s signal of the organic component of H2S treated Compound 1 was found to be 399.6 eV, slightly higher than 398.4 eV obtained for the nanocomposite components [37].

The position and intensity of the Pb4f and S2p peaks in the FTIR spectra can be attributed to increasing aggregation of the Pc molecules [44]. The position of the Pb4f and S2p peaks was shifted to higher energies in the nanocomposite components compared to the pure components [37].

The peaks in the Raman spectra of H2S treated Compound 1 in Fig. 9(a) of thin film spectra were observed at around 446 nm, 662 nm and 776 nm for the film of Compound 2. The position and intensity of the Pb4f and S2p peaks in the FTIR spectra can be attributed to increasing aggregation of the Pc molecules [44]. The position of the Pb4f and S2p peaks was shifted to higher energies in the nanocomposite components compared to the pure components [37].

The peaks in the Raman spectra of H2S treated Compound 1 in Fig. 9(a) of thin film spectra were observed at around 446 nm, 662 nm and 776 nm for the film of Compound 2. The position and intensity of the Pb4f and S2p peaks in the FTIR spectra can be attributed to increasing aggregation of the Pc molecules [44]. The position of the Pb4f and S2p peaks was shifted to higher energies in the nanocomposite components compared to the pure components [37].

The position and intensity of the Pb4f and S2p peaks in the FTIR spectra can be attributed to increasing aggregation of the Pc molecules [44]. The position of the Pb4f and S2p peaks was shifted to higher energies in the nanocomposite components compared to the pure components [37].

The peaks in the Raman spectra of H2S treated Compound 1 in Fig. 9(a) of thin film spectra were observed at around 446 nm, 662 nm and 776 nm for the film of Compound 2. The position and intensity of the Pb4f and S2p peaks in the FTIR spectra can be attributed to increasing aggregation of the Pc molecules [44]. The position of the Pb4f and S2p peaks was shifted to higher energies in the nanocomposite components compared to the pure components [37].

The position and intensity of the Pb4f and S2p peaks in the FTIR spectra can be attributed to increasing aggregation of the Pc molecules [44]. The position of the Pb4f and S2p peaks was shifted to higher energies in the nanocomposite components compared to the pure components [37].

The position and intensity of the Pb4f and S2p peaks in the FTIR spectra can be attributed to increasing aggregation of the Pc molecules [44]. The position of the Pb4f and S2p peaks was shifted to higher energies in the nanocomposite components compared to the pure components [37].

The position and intensity of the Pb4f and S2p peaks in the FTIR spectra can be attributed to increasing aggregation of the Pc molecules [44]. The position of the Pb4f and S2p peaks was shifted to higher energies in the nanocomposite components compared to the pure components [37].

The position and intensity of the Pb4f and S2p peaks in the FTIR spectra can be attributed to increasing aggregation of the Pc molecules [44]. The position of the Pb4f and S2p peaks was shifted to higher energies in the nanocomposite components compared to the pure components [37].

The position and intensity of the Pb4f and S2p peaks in the FTIR spectra can be attributed to increasing aggregation of the Pc molecules [44]. The position of the Pb4f and S2p peaks was shifted to higher energies in the nanocomposite components compared to the pure components [37].

The position and intensity of the Pb4f and S2p peaks in the FTIR spectra can be attributed to increasing aggregation of the Pc molecules [44]. The position of the Pb4f and S2p peaks was shifted to higher energies in the nanocomposite components compared to the pure components [37].

The position and intensity of the Pb4f and S2p peaks in the FTIR spectra can be attributed to increasing aggregation of the Pc molecules [44]. The position of the Pb4f and S2p peaks was shifted to higher energies in the nanocomposite components compared to the pure components [37].

The position and intensity of the Pb4f and S2p peaks in the FTIR spectra can be attributed to increasing aggregation of the Pc molecules [44]. The position of the Pb4f and S2p peaks was shifted to higher energies in the nanocomposite components compared to the pure components [37].
\[ I = \frac{V_a}{R} + \frac{dV_a}{dt} \left[ \frac{dC}{dV_a} + \frac{\tau}{R} \right] \]  

where, \( \tau = CR \) is the charging and discharging time constant.

Fig. 11 shows the dependence of the short circuit current \( I_{sc} \), open circuit voltage \( V_{oc} \) and the hysteresis loop on the scan rate of the applied voltage \( V_a \). The open circuit voltage \( V_{oc} \) can be written as \( V_{oc} = -\frac{dV_a}{dt} \tau \) for \( I = 0 \). The gold forms an Ohmic contact with metal free phthalocyanine [47] and the value of the capacitance \( C \) may thus be taken to be determined by the geometry, dimension and dielectric constant of the compounds, making \( \frac{dC}{dV_a} = 0 \). Therefore, the linear rise of \( V_{oc} \) with the scan rate in Fig. 11(a) is expected from Equation (2). The linear increase of \( I_{sc} \) with the scan rate \( \left( \frac{dV_a}{dt} \right) \) in Fig. 11(a) for both samples is in keeping with the observation from Equation (2) that \( I_{sc} = \frac{\tau}{R} \frac{dV_a}{dt} \) corresponding to \( V_a = 0 \). Values of time constant \( \tau \) for films of \( \text{H}_2\text{S} \) treated Compound 1 and Compound 2 are estimated to be 95s and 75s from the slopes of the graphs. The area of the hysteresis loop is determined by the numerical integration and its value also increases with the scan rate as shown in Fig. 11(c) for both types of film. The sweeping time decreases with the increasing scan rate.

Fig. 8. XPS spectra of (a) \( \text{Pb}4f \) orbital of \( \text{PbS} \) QDs; (b) \( \text{S}2p \) orbital of \( \text{PbS} \) QDs and (c) \( \text{N}1s \) orbital of \( \text{H}_2\text{S} \) treated Compound 1 (solid line) and compound 2 (dash line).

Fig. 9. (i) PL emission spectra of the film of \( \text{H}_2\text{S} \) treated Compound 1 (solid line) and (ii) Compound 2 (dash line); (b) PL emission spectra of solution of Compound 2 in toluene at different concentration in mgml\(^{-1}\) (i) 0.007, (ii) 0.018, (iii) 0.071, (iv) 0.600. Excitation wavelength is 300 nm.
and this time for the fast scan rates becomes shorter than the time constant $t$. Under these circumstances, the majority of the carriers are swiftly swept from the injecting gold electrode finger to the counter electrode contributing largely to the circulating current $I_T$. The trap-detrapping mechanisms become progressively slow as the scan rate is increased.

The percolation is not believed to be the responsible for overall planar conduction in view of volume fraction of 2% PBS from the earlier TGA observation [48]. Measurements of the current-voltage-characteristics were, therefore, made over the temperature range from 87 K to 430 K for both of H$_2$S treated films of Compound 1 and Compound 2 with a view to identify the carrier transport mechanism. It is evident from the Arrhenius plot in Fig. 12(a), representing the dependence of $\ln I$ on $T$ in Fig. 12(a), that no single mechanism is responsible for charge transport over the entire temperature range. Three distinct temperature regimes, namely (i) 87 K $\leq T \leq 220$ K, (ii) 235 K $\leq T \leq 302$ K and (iii) $T > 302$ K are observed in Fig. 12(a) for H$_2$S treated films of Compound 1. The slopes of the linear graphs in Fig. 12(b) give the value of 1.11 meV for the activation energy corresponding to the regime (i) for H$_2$S treated films of Compound 1 and 2.23 meV for Compound 2 in the same temperature range. Low activation energies of the compounds in the regime (i) imply temperature independent tunneling conduction through the wall between the localized sites separated by a distance $S_0$. The tunnelling current can be derived from the following current-temperature relationship (Equation (3)), under the thermally assisted coincidence of the states with activation energy $U$ [49].

$$I = \frac{W V_a}{(N - 1)} T^{-1} \exp\left[-\left(2\alpha S_0 + \frac{U}{kT} - \frac{2\alpha^2 kT}{m \nu^2}\right)\right]$$

where, $\omega = 10^{12}$ S$^{-1}$, the frequency of the barrier oscillation; $m$ is the mass with the value of $10^{-25}$ kg. At very low temperatures the activation energy to cross the barrier is comparatively higher than the thermal energy at that temperature ($U \gg k_B T$). Therefore, the current $I_{\text{th}}$ is dependent only on the extent of overlap between the wavefunctions ($2\alpha S_0$) and the tunnelling term, $\left(\frac{2\alpha^2 kT}{m \nu^2}\right)$. From the linear plot of $\ln(I_{\text{th}} T)$ vs $T$ in Fig. 12(c), the inverse of site localisation parameter $\alpha$ for the penetration of wave functions into a classically forbidden region was estimated as $0.53 \times 10^8$ cm$^{-1}$ for both of H$_2$S treated Compound 1 and Compound 2. The intercept of the graphs can be written as $\ln\left(\frac{W V_a}{(N - 1)} T^{-1} - 2\alpha S_0\right)$. From the value of $\alpha$, the $S_0$ was calculated as $8.28 \times 10^{-8}$ cm for both of H$_2$S treated Compound 1 and Compound 2. $S_0$ was taken as independent of temperature and thermal expansion is negligible. The values of $\alpha$ and $S_0$ are comparable with the values predicted by in Tregold Model for low conductivity semiconductors [50].

As shown in Fig. 13(a), charge transport in H$_2$S treated Compound 1 in the temperature range (ii) corresponding to 235 K $\leq T \leq 302$ K was identified with the variable range hopping mechanism according to the law in the form of Equation (4) [50]:
Fig. 11. Dependence of (a) open circuit voltage short circuit current, (b) open circuit voltage and (c) area of hysteresis loop with scan rate for H2S treated compound 1 (open squares) and compound 2 (solid squares).

Fig. 12. (a) ln I vs 1/T in the range of temperature 87 K-430 K for (b) Zoomed plot of ln I versus 1/T in the temperature range 87 K-220 K for H2S treated compound 1 and compound 2 (c) In (I/τnT vs T plot for H2S treated compound 1 and compound 2. H2S treated compound 1 is represented in open square and compound 2 in closed square. The applied voltage is 50 V.
\[ I_{VRH} = \frac{3WTV_y}{L(N - 1)} \sqrt{\frac{9N_0}{8\pi\alpha kT}} e^{\left(\frac{\nu_a}{kT}\right)^{1/4}} \]

where, \( T_0 = \frac{16\nu_a}{k}\). The parameter \( \nu_a \) is called Debye frequency, the average phonon frequency and its value is equal to \( 10^{13} \) Hz. The terms \( T_0 \) is the characteristic temperature, \( N_0 \) is the density of localized states at the Fermi level. Employing Equation (4), the slope of the graph \( \ln I_{VRH}/T \) vs \( T^{-1/4} \) can be expressed as \( (T_0)^{1/4} \).

The value of intercept is \( \ln \left( \frac{3WTV_y}{L(N - 1)} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \ln \left( \frac{9N_0}{8\pi\alpha kT} \right) \). Using the above Equation (4), the value of \( T_0 \), \( \alpha \) and \( N_0 \) were measured as \( 8.10 \times 10^5 \) K, \( 1.08 \times 10^7 \) cm\(^{-1}\) and \( 6.12 \times 10^{20} \) eV\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-3}\) from Fig. 13(a). The optimum hopping distance \( S_H \) was found to be 9.05 nm from the knowledge [50] that

\[ S_H = \left( \frac{9}{8\pi\alpha kN_0T} \right)^{1/2} \]

In Fig. 13(b), ln I versus 1/T was plotted corresponding to the region (iii) for H\(_2\)S treated Compound 1 of plot 12(a). A sharp rise of current can be observed with changing the temperature from 320 K to 430 K. This activation energy is related to the charge carrier transition between band edges. The activation energy for the conduction was calculated as 0.41 eV using the Arrhenius equation. Hopping conduction was observed in hybrid nanocomposites such as polyaniline titanium dioxide nanocomposites [51]. However, the interpretation of the mechanism in this present investigation has been supported by providing quantitative values of Mott parameters \( T_0 \), \( \alpha \), \( N_0 \) and \( S_H \).

4. Conclusions

PbS quantum dots of an average size of 5.8 nm and band gap of 2.22 eV were successfully embedded in metal free phthalocyanine (Compound 2) matrix exploiting the non-planar structure of Compound 1. The XRD and TEM studies confirmed the presence of PbS QDs. The particle size estimated from TEM is in good agreement with one obtained from XRD study. The volume fraction was estimated as 2% in the matrix, eliminating the possibly of percolation limited conduction involving quantum dots. Photophysical quenching was found in the presence of quantum dots, indicating the incorporation of the QDs in the lattice structure of Compound 2.

Charge transport in the H\(_2\)S treated quantum dots obeys the \( T^{-1/4} \) law of the variable range hopping mechanism at room temperature. The hopping distance of charge was estimated to 9.05 nm by temperature study of I-V characteristics. In the case of H\(_2\)S treated Compound 1, this value is larger than the percolation limit 5.8 nm for PbS QDs. At very low temperatures isoenergic tunnelling of charges takes place with temperature independent I-V characteristics. The memory behaviour of the metal free phthalocyanine/PbS nanocomposite was studied by the hysteresis in the current-voltage obtained at different scan rates. As the memory loop was found to decrease with the decreasing scan rate, the effect was attributed to trapping and detrapping mechanisms. The gap between the particles may have contributed to the displacement current in the hysteresis loop by trapping and de-trapping of charge. This behaviour of the nanocomposite compound has potential application in memristors.
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Fig. 13. (a) \( \ln(I_{VRH}/T) \) vs \( T^{-1/4} \) for H\(_2\)S treated Compound 1 in the temperature range 235 K-302 K. (b) ln I versus 1/T in the range of temperature 320 K-430 K for H\(_2\)S treated compound 1. The applied voltage is 50 V.
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